
Inspiration can be found in soft mosses and lichens growing around and covering 
glacial erratics - fiery reds, buttery golds, and burnt oranges.  The rocks are a cooling 
influence with deep blues, almost indigos, and pale airy greys.      

TOP L-R: STILETTO LOVE, P160–7; NOBILITY BLUE, PPU15-01; BEACH FOAM, S450-1 
BOTTOM L-R: DEEP FIRE, M180-7; SOFT BUTTERCUP, P290-1

This mountain vista contains all the colors of the rainbow in gorgeous saturated 
tones.  From deepest ruby to palest lilac, these colors would be so cheerful in any 
combination.     

TOP L-R: RACE CAR STRIPE, P170–6; EMERGENCY ZONE, P190-6; HIDDEN SEA GLASS, P450-4 
BOTTOM L-R: STARDUST EVENING, MQ4-31; LUSCIOUS LEMON, HDC-MD—24
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TOP L-R: ELECTRIC BLUE, MQ4–24; ALPINE TRAIL, N420-7; YOUNG GREEN, P390-4 
BOTTOM L-R: ALOHA, MQ4-23; GREEN NEON, P340-6

Deep emeralds and citrons, light jades, and brilliant blues meet at the base of a 
mountain range during a wet, misty day.  The heights of the trees are mirrored by the 
craggy mountain peaks, reaching for a cloudy sky, heavy with moisture.  

TOP L-R: GLEEFUL, P380–5; MOWN GRASS, M370-7; DIVA GLAM, P120-6 
BOTTOM L-R: DISTANT SHORE, S500-1; CRYSTAL CUT, PR-W13

This lake, with ripples gently breaking the surface of the water has lush green 
borders of trees, grasses, fireweed, and wild celery.  You can almost feel the dappled 
sunlight on your skin as you imagine the clouds on a mostly sunny day, floating by.
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TOP L-R: MOZART, PPU15–02; PINK MIMOSA, P180-3; CABARET, M130-5 
BOTTOM L-R: KIMONO VIOLET, M550-6; SUGAR POPPY, P170-4

TOP L-R: DYNAMIC MAGENTA, HDC-MD–07; TSUNAMI, S450-7; DEW POINT,M450-1 
BOTTOM L-R: END OF THE RAINBOW, P400-2; LILY PADS, P410-5

Bright pinks, corals, peaches, and violets of sunset reflect on this snowy mountain 
scene.  The colors deepen as they bounce on the calm water of this lake.  Trees and 
shrubs dot the winter landscape, absorbing the last light of the day.

Stars peek through the darkness during this northern lights performance.  Cool teals 
and greens capture the feel of a brisk winter evening, with a soft edge of magenta 
stealing a glimpse through the trees. 
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TOP L-R: STARLESS NIGHT, PPU14-20; CITRUS PEEL, P360-5; MINT PARFAIT, P390-3  
BOTTOM L-R: NIGHT BLOOMING JASMINE, YL-W10; KISS GOOD NIGHT, M120-2

TOP L-R: FRENCH ROSE, HDC-CL-04; BOUDOIR BLUE, MQ5-48; EL CAPITAN, MQ4-56 
BOTTOM L-R: HAWAIIAN PINEAPPLE, PPU6-13; SPACIOUS SKIES, P500-1

A hillside of fireweed overlooks this still, peaceful pond.  The gradation of blues from 
the wide sky is reflected in the calm waters, and the crisp, cool mountain air rushes 
across the grassy flats to gently stir the wall of deep pink fireweed.  

Northern lights take center stage in this moment, whipping around lime and minty 
greens with a curl of vibrant magenta along one side.  The stoic spruce and taiga 
trees stand watch, dark deep greens against a deep blue winter’s night sky.
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This mixed use, high density building uses bright, warm colors along with other 
architectural elements to help mitigate the size and scale of its presence.  The blue of 
the sky and of the street signs completes the primary color trifecta, and makes the 
beige and grey of the building and streetscape recede.  

TOP L-R: TOP TOMATO, P180-7; UNMELLOW YELLOW, P300-7; BRILLIANT BLUE P510-6  
BOTTOM L-R: WHIP LASH, P150-6; LASER LEMON, P290-7

TOP L-R: TRADITIONAL BLUE, MQ5-57; OCEAN FRONT, P490-1; SEA ICE P450-1  
MIDDLE L-R: TART ORANGE, HDC-MD-27; LOLLIPOP, P210-4 

BOTTOM L-R: SASSY GRASS, P360-7; FROSTINI, P390-1

In addition to the spread of reds, yellows, and blues in the example above, this 
neighborhood chose to paint their buildings in a rainbow of saturated shades.  The 
colors are different and varied enough to make the streetscape interesting, yet they 
are still united because all the buildings participated in joining the fun.



TOP L-R: UPBEAT, P300-5; BEAUTY QUEEN, P120-5; SHANGHAI JADE, P410-3  
BOTTOM L-R: PINK PROPOSAL, P120-1; CHILLED MINT P390-2

Look closely at these gorgeous autumn leaves, hints of their past life still evident 
even though a soft, buttery gold takes over.  Fuchsia veins crossing the pale yellow 
leaves mirror the fall colors of the plants nearby - a fiery deep pink that contrasts 
beautifully with the mossy greens beneath.   

TOP L-R: CHAKRA, P100-6; LUCK OF THE IRISH, P380-7; 100 MPH P170-7  
BOTTOM L-R: LOVER’S KNOT, P100-4 EARLY SPRING, MQ-46
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The garden that these purple bell flowers thrive in looks like a vibrant paradise on a 
warm summer’s day.  You can almost feel the dewdrops that collect on the petals 
each morning.  Wide, new growth leaves add a bountiful backdrop for the bell 
flowers and a little peek of crimson flashes through the foliage.   
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This hearty vegetation brings bright bursts of color to a rocky hillside.  Creamy petals 
surround warm yellow centers that sprout from lush deep greens.  Vibrant magenta 
flowers spring forth from a mossy green base.  Imagine these cheerful colors shining 
bright in the middle of a cold winter’s evening…  

TOP L-R: EXTREME YELLOW, P260-7; XOXO, P110-7; SUN VALLEY, P370-7  
BOTTOM L-R: BLISSFUL, P560-1; SOFT BUTTERCUP P290-1
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TOP L-R: FLIRT ALERT, P150-7; INFERNO, P190-7; PERFECT SKY, P510-5  
BOTTOM L-R: SPRINGVIEW GREEN, P380-6; EXQUISITE EMERALD P420-6

The range of greens from the foliage of this Mountain Ash tree makes for an 
interesting study, and the red berries add a sweet pop of contrast.  The refreshing 
blue from a vast, cloudless sky lifts the whole color scheme to a fun, whimsical level.  


